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We extend the LongoRehren construction to an infinite system of bimodules (of
sectors). The construction is similar to the crossed product. We also show that the
LongoRehren construction gives an isomorphic subfactor to Popa’s symmetric
enveloping algebra. We discuss the relation between the LongoRehren subfactors and
amenability of fusion algebras in the sense of Hiai and Izumi.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Since Jones initiated the index theory for subfactors in [11], much
progress has been made not only in the field of operator algebras but also
in mathematical physics, topological quantum field theory, etc.
In [13], Longo and Rehren introduced the construction of an inclusion
of properly infinite factors from a given inclusion of properly infinite factors
of finite depth. (More precisely, they constructed a new inclusion from a
finite system of sectors.) The key to their construction is the characteriza-
tion of Longo’s canonical endomorphism in [12, Theorem 5.1].
In our previous paper [14], we performed the LongoRehren construc-
tion in the case of finite depth inclusions for factors of type II1 and proved
that if original factors are approximately finite dimensional (AFD), then
the LongoRehren construction gives a subfactor isomorphic to Ocneanu’s
asymptotic inclusion [17]. The asymptotic inclusion is considered an
analogue of the quantum double construction in the theory of quantum
groups and hence it is an important object.
A natural question is whether the LongoRehren construction is possible
for subfactors of infinite depth. The first motivation of this paper is to
answer this question. In this case, we are forced to treat subfactors
with infinite index. But because Longo’s characterization of canonical
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endomorphisms is valid only for endomorphisms with finite index, we can
not generalize this method directly to subfactors of infinite depth. So we
have to take a different approach. Our idea is that we construct a new
inclusion as a ‘‘crossed product.’’ Details of construction will be presented
in the following sections. So we can consider the LongoRehren construc-
tion as a ‘‘crossed product’’ of MMopp by the fusion algebra arising from
the inclusion N/M.
In [24], Popa introduced the symmetric enveloping algebras for his
study of amenability in subfactor theory. Details of his theory are found in
[25]. Roughly speaking, the symmetric enveloping algebra is the unique
II1 factor generated by M, Mopp with [M, M opp]=0 and the Jones projec-
tion eN for both inclusions N/M and N opp/Mopp. In [25], he charac-
terized the amenability of the standard invariant of N/M by using the
symmetric enveloping algebra as follows.
The standard invariant of N/M is amenable if and only of the sym-
metric enveloping algebra is relatively amenable to M 6 Mopp in the sense
of [22].
On the other hand, Hiai and Izumi generalized the notion of amenability
to fusion algebras in [9] and investigated its relation to the amenability of
subfactors. They proposed that amenability is a property of fusion algebras
arising from subfactors rather than a property of subfactors themselves.
In this paper, we will prove that the LongoRehren subfactor is
isomorphic to the symmetric enveloping algebra. Since the amenability of
standard invariants is equivalent to the amenability of the fusion algebras
arising from subfactors, the above results show that the fusion algebra arising
from a subfactor N/M is amenable if and only if the LongoRehren subfactor
arising from N/M is relatively amenable to MMopp. The second motiva-
tion of this paper is that we would like to take a more direct approach to the
amenability of subfactors based on Hiai and Izumi’s theory.
This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we extend the LongoRehren construction to type II1 sub-
factors in the infinite depth case. As mentioned above, the construction is
similar to that of a crossed product. We also prove that when an original
subfactor is of finite index, our new construction gives the same
LongoRehren subfactor constructed as in [14].
In Section 3, we prove that the LongoRehren subfactor and Popa’s
symmetric enveloping algebra are isomorphic. In [25], Popa proved that
the symmetric enveloping algebras are similar to crossed products. Our
approach shows more direct similarity between the symmetric enveloping
algebras and crossed products. We also discuss the extension of auto-
morphisms of N/M to the LongoRehren subfactor.
In Section 4, we investigate the relation between the LongoRehren sub-
factors and the amenability of fusion algebras. Unfortunately we cannot
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cover the whole part of Popa’s theory, but our approach makes it easier to
understand the relation between them.
In Section 5, we perform the LongoRehren construction in the case of
type III subfactors of infinite depth. The key to the construction is the charac-
terization of canonical endomorphisms due to Fidaleo and Isola [8].
2. GENERALIZATION OF THE LONGOREHREN
CONSTRUCTION TO SUBFACTORS OF INFINITE DEPTH
Throughout this paper, we always assume that inclusions of factors of
type II1 are extremal in the sense of [20]. Hence the Jones index and the
minimal index coincide.
For general theory of bimodules, see [4, Sect. V, Appendix 2; 22], and
for applications of bimodule theory to subfactor theory, see [5, Sect. 9; 16;
26]. Also, for a PQ bimodule PWQ , we denote the set of bounded vectors,
P-valued inner product, and Q-valued inner product by Wbdd, P( } | }), and
( } | }) Q , respectively.
In this section, we mainly treat subfactors of type II1 , but the same
arguments are possible for arbitrary subfactors with finite index. When fac-
tors are properly infinite, it is sometimes convenient to treat sectors instead
of bimodules, and this case will be discussed in Section 5. Hence we treat
the type II1 case mainly.
Let N/M be a subfactor of type II1 with finite index. Set
2 :=[MZM | irreducible, M ZM O M MNMMMN } } } N MM
2n
for some n # N].
2 satisfies the properties
(1) MZ0M :=M MM # 2,
(2) MZiM # 2 O MZ@ M := MZ iM # 2
(3) MZi MZ j M $ k N kij MZkM , MZiM , MZjM , MZkM # 2,
where N kij=dim Hom(MZi M ZjM , MZkM).
In the following, we use the symbol 2 to denote both a bimodule system
and a fusion algebra arising from a bimodule system if no confusion arises.
We can naturally get the system of MoppMopp bimodules 2opp=
[Mopp Z%iMopp] from 2. Set Bi :=Zi Z%i , where  means the usual tensor
product over C. Then Bi is an MMopp (=: A) bimodule.
Let [V eijk]
Nkij
e=1 be an orthonormal basis of Hom(M Zi M ZjM , MZkM)
and let J be the natural conjugate linear map from Zi to Z%i . (More
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precisely, we should use the notation JZi instead of J, but we will denote
it simply by J.) Set
V ijk :=d(i) d( j)d(k) :e V
e
ijk JV
e
ijkJ
&1,
where d(i) is the square root of the index of M ZiM , i.e., d(i) :=
- [End(ZiM): M].
Then V ijk is an element of Hom(ABi ABjA , A BkA) and does not depend
on the choice of an orthonormal basis [V eijk], due to the conjugate
linearity of J. Especially if we put i=0, then V 0 jk=$ j, k 1j , where 1j means
an identity map on Bj .
Lemma 2.1. The following equalities hold:
(1) V ijk1 V *ijk2=$k1, k2 N
k1
ij (d(i) d( j)d(k1)),
(2) k V *lmkV ijk=n (V inl 1m) (1i V *nmj) # Hom(A Bi A BjA , ABl
ABmA),
(3) k V knl (V ijk1n)=m V iml (1iV jnm) # Hom(ABi  ABj ABn ,
ABlA).
Proofs of the above equalities are found in the proof of [13, Proposi-
tion 4.10]. If we put l=0 in Eq. (2), we have an equality V ijm=(V i@ 0 1m)
(1i V *@ mj) and this equality is due to Frobenius reciprocity. Moreover, if
we put j=0 and m=i, we get an equality 1=(V i@ 0 1 i)(1i V @ i 0). In
what follows, we use these equalities frequently.
Set A XA := iA BiA . For ! # Bbddi , we will construct two linear operators
*li, ! and *
r
i, ! on X.
Define ?l (!) # Hom(AA , BiA) and ?r (!) # Hom( A A, ABi) as
?l (!) a^ :=! a^=!a,
?r (!) a^ :=a^!=a!,
where a  a^ is the canonical embedding map from A to L2 (A). Since ! is
in Bbddi , ?
l (!) (resp. ?r (!)) is actually a bounded operator and a right
(resp. left) A-linear map.
Let Ti be a natural intertwiner in Hom(A XA , ABiA) and set
* li, ! := :
j, k
T k*V ijk (?l (!)1 j) T j ,
*ri, ! := :
j, k
T k*V jik (1j ?r (!)) Tj .
These two operators are well defined on the algebraic direct sum of Bj s.
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Lemma 2.2. The operators * li, ! and *
r
i, ! constructed above are in B(X).
So * li, ! is in End(XA) and *
r
i, ! is in End(A X).
Proof. We only prove that * li, ! is bounded since the boundedness of *
r
i, !
can be proved similarly.
Since ?l (!) is bounded, there exists a constant C which satisfies &?l (!)
1X &C. Since we have  j, k T k*V ijk (?l (!)1j) T j=j, k T k*V ijk (1i Tj)
(?l (!)1X), we only have to prove that j, k T k*V ijk (1i Tj) is bounded.
Then for ’ in the domain, we have
":j, k T k*V ijk (1i T j) ’"
= :
j2 , k2
j1 , k1
T*k1 V ij1k1 (1i Tj1)(1i T*j2)* V *ij2k2 Tk2 ’ | ’
12
= :j, k1 , k2 T*k1V ijk1 V *ijk2Tk2 ’ | ’
12
=:j, k N
k
ij
d(i) d( j)
d(k)
T k*Tk’ | ’
12
=:j, k N
j
@ k
d(i) d( j)
d(k)
T k*Tk ’ | ’
12
=:k d(i)
2 T k*Tk’ | ’
12
=d(i) &’&,
so * li, ! is bounded and moreover we get &*
l
i, ! &Cd(i). K
If we take a bounded vector a^ from L2 (A), it is easy to see that * l0, a^
(resp. *r0, a^) is precisely the left (resp. right) action on a on X. It is clear that
the map !  * li, ! is an injective linear map.
Next we define two conjugate linear operators Jl and Jr as follows:
Jl! :=(?l (!)*1@ ) V *i@ 01 , ! # Bbddi ,
Jr! :=(1@ ?r (!)*) V *@ io1 , ! # Bbddi .
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Note that J l and Jr are defined a priori only on the algebraic sum of Bbddi
and not all the element in X. For ! # Bbddi , J l! and Jr! are in B
bdd
@ . Also
note that ?l (Jl !) equals to (?l (!)*1@ ) V *i@ 0 and a similar equality holds
for ?r (Jr!).
By making use of Lemma 2.1, we get the following relations.
Proposition 2.3. For ! # Bbddi1 and ’ # B
bdd
i2
, we have the following
equalities:
(1) * li1 , !*
l
i2 , ’
=i3 *
l
i3 , ‘i3
, where ‘i3=V i1 i2 i3 (!’),
(2) (* li, !)*=* @ , Jl! ,
(3) *ri1 , !*
r
i2 , ’
=i3 *
r
i3 , ‘i3
, where ‘i3=V i2 i1 i3 (’!),
(4) (*ri, !)*=* @ , Jr! .
Proof. We only prove equalities (1) and (2) because (3) and (4) can be
verified in the same way as the proof of (1) and (2). First we verify (1):
* li1 , !*
l
i2 , ’
=\ :j1 , k1 T*k1 V i1 j1k1 (?
l (!)1j1) Tj1+
_\ :j2 , k2 T*k2V i2 j2k2 (?
l (’)1j2) Tj2 +
= :
j1 , j2 , k1
T*k1 V i1 j2k1 (?
l (!)1 j1) V i2 j2 j1 (?
l (’)1j2) Tj2
= :
j2 , k1
T*k1 \:j1 V i1 j1k1 (1 i1 V i2 j2 j1)+
_(?l (!)1i2 1j2)(?
l (’)1j2) Tj2
= :
j2 , k1
T*k1 \:i3 V i3 j2k1 (V i1 i2 i3 1j2)+
_((?l (!)1i2) ?
l (’)1j2) Tj2
= :
j1 , k1 , i3
T*k1 V i3 j2k1 ((V i1 i2 i3 (?
l (!)1 i2) ?
l (’))1 j2) Tj2
=:
i3
:
k, j
T k*V i3 jk (?
l (‘i3)1j) Tj
=:
i3
* li3 , ‘i3 .
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Next we verify (2):
(* li, !)*= :
j, k
T j*(?l (!)*1 j) V ijkTk
= :
j, k
T j*(?l (!)*1j)(1i V @ kj)(V i@ 0 1k) Tk
= :
j, k
T j*V @ kj (((?l (!)*1@ ) V i@ 0)1k) Tk
= :
j, k
T j*V @ kj (?l (Jl !)1k) Tk
=* l@ , Jl! K
We investigate the properties of Jl and Jr and finally we prove that J l
and Jr are unitary involutions and J l=Jr .
Lemma 2.4. The following equalities hold for !, ’ in Bbddi and a, b # A.
(1) J 2l =J
2
r =1 on the domain,
(2) (Jl ‘1 | Jr‘2) =(‘2 | ‘1) , for ‘1 , ‘2 in domain, especially J l* #Jr
and J r* #Jl hold,
(3) Jr* li, ! Jr=*
r
@ , Jr!
, Jl*ri, !Jl=*
l
@ , Jl !
,
(4) Jl (a!b)=b*(Jl!) a*, Jr (a!b)=b*(Jr!) a*.
Proof. The last equalities are obvious by the definitions of Jl and Jr . So
we prove only the equalities in (1) and (2). Before verifying the equalities,
we note that 1=(1i V @ i 0)(V *i@ 0 1 i) holds for every i.
First we verify (1). Take ! # Bbdd1 . Then
Jl (Jl!)=(?l (Jl!)*1i) V *@ i 01
=((V i@ 0 (?l (!)1@ ))1i) V *@ i 0 1
=(V i@ 0 1i)(1i V @ i 0) ?l (!) 1
=!.
We can verify J 2r =1 in the same way as above.
Next we verify (2). If we take ! # Bbddi and ’ # B
bdd
j for i{ j, it is clear
that the equality holds because (! | ’) =(Jl ! | Jr’) =0. So we may
assume !, ’ # Bbddi . Then we have
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(Jl ! | Jr’) =( (?l (!)*1@ ) V *i@ 0 1 | (1@ ?r (’)) V *@ i 01 )
=( (1@ ?r (’))(?l (!)*1@ ) V *i@ 0 1 | V *@ i 01 )
=( (?l (!)*1i 1 @ )(1i 1@ ?r (’)) V *i@ 01 | V *@ i 0 1 )
=( (1i V @ i 0)(V *i@ 0 1 i) ?l (’) 1 | ?r (!) 1 )
=(’ | !) ,
where we use 1=(1i V @ i 0)(V *i@ 0 1i) in the last equality.
Next we verify (3). Fix ’ # Bbddj and we compute Jr*
l
i, ! Jr’. Then we have
Jr* li, !Jr ’=Jr*
l
i, !(1 } ?
r (’)*) V } j0 1
=Jr :
k
T k*V i} k (? l (!)1 } )(1 } ?r (’)*) V *} j01
=:
k
T*k (1k V } j0)(1k 1 } ?r (’))
_(1k ?l (!)*1 } )(1k V *i} k) V *k k0 1
=:
k
T*k (1k ? l (!)*)(1k 1i V } j0)
_(1k V *i} k 1j)(1k 1k ?r (’)) V *k k0 1
=:
k
T*k (1k ? l (!)*)(1k V kji)(V *k k0 1j) ?r (’) 1
=:
k
T*k (1k ? l (!)*) V *k ij ’
=(*ri, !)* ’.
In the same way as above, we can show the second equation in (3). K
Let [!e] be a basis of ABi . Put ‘ :=e J l !e !e . We can easily verify
a‘=‘a. So ‘ is a nonzero central vector in A B@  ABiA , and since A BiA is
irreducible, it is the unique central vector up to scalar multiplicity.
We compute V @ i 0‘. Then we have
V @ i 0‘=:
e
V @ i 0 (Jl!e !e)
=:
e
V @ i 0 ((?l (!e)*1 @ ) V *i@ 0 1 )!e
=:
e
V @ i 0 (?l (!e)*1@ 1i)(V *@ i 0 1i) !e
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=:
e
? l (!e)* (1i V @ i 0)(V *i@ 0 1i) !e
=:
e
? l (!e)* !e
=:
e
(!e | !e) A .
Since e (!e | !e) A and elements of A commute, e (!e | !e) A is a scalar.
By the definition of the operator valued inner product,
:
e
(!e | !e) A =trA \:e (!e | !e) A+
=:
e
(!e | !e)
=trA \:e A(!e | !e)+
=dim ABi
holds. Since 1d(i) V @ i 0 is an isometry on span[a‘ | a # A], &‘&=
&1d(i) V @ i 0‘&=1d(i) dim A Bi=d(i) holds.
On the other hand, ‘$ :=e ! e !e is also central, where ! e means a
natural conjugate element in B@ , and &‘$&=- dim A Bi =d(i). By the
uniqueness of the central vector, ‘=ci ‘$ for some ci in T.
So by computing (1@ ?r (!e)*) ‘ and (1 @ ?r (!e)*) ‘$, we get
Jl ‘e=ci! e . So for every bounded vector, we have Jl!=ci ! . Hence Jl
preserves the inner product and can be extended onto X. Combining these
with the results in Lemma 2.4, we can conclude Jl=Jr . So in the rest of
this paper, we denote this Jl by JX .
Now we can state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 2.5. Set Bl := 6 [* li, !] and B
r :=( 6 [* ri, !])
opp. Then we
have the following:
(1) Bl and Br are II1 factors.
(2) There is a natural bimodule isomorphism between A XA and
AL2 (Bl)A .
(3) JXBlJX=Br holds and the commutant of Bl is Br.
(4) Indices of inclusions A/Bl and A/Br are both  i d(i)2, i.e., the
global index of N/M. Especially A/Bl is of finite index if and only if
N/M is of finite depth.
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(5) If an original subfactor N/M is of finite depth, then A/Br is the
same inclusion as constructed in [14].
Proof. Let [! ie]e be a basis of ABi . Then
Bl(0)={:i, e x
i
e*
l
i, !ie
| x ie=0 except for finitely many i, e=
is a dense V-subalgebra of Bl(0).
First we define tracial states on Bl and Br. Set
trB l (x) :=(x1 | 1 ), x # Bl,
trBr (x) :=(x1 | 1 ), x # Br,
where 1 # L2 (A)/X. To prove that trB l is tracial, we only have to prove
trB l (x*x)=trB r (xx*) for x # Bl(0). By the definition of trBl , it is not so dif-
ficult to see that trB l ((* lj, ’)* *
l
i, !)=trB l (*
l
i, !(*
l
j, ’)*)=0 holds for i{ j.
Take * li, ! # B
l. Then we have
trB l ((* li, !)* *
l
i, !)=(*
l
i, !1 | *
l
i, !1 )
=(! | !)
=(JX ! | JX !)
=(* l@ , JX!1 | *
l
@ , JX!
1 )
=( (* li, !)* 1 | (*
l
i, !)* 1 )
=trB l (* li, !(*
l
i, !)*)
and hence we conclude that trB l is tracial. Similarly trB r is also tracial.
Next we prove that L2 (Bl, trB l) is isomorphic to X as an AA bimodule.
If we send *li, !@ # L2 (Bl, trB l) to ! # X, it is clear that this map gives a
bimodule isomorphism between them. L2 (Bl , trB l) contains only one trivial
AA bimodule and this means that there exists only one conditional expec-
tation from Bl onto A. This conditional expectation EA is given by
EA (x)=T0xT0V. So Bl is an II1 factor. Similarly Br is also a II1 factor. So
we have proved (1) and (2). Also, by (2), the index [Bl : A] is equal to
i d(i)2 and we verified (4).
Next we prove (3). The first statement is obvious by (3) of Lemma 2.4.
When we identify A XA and AL2 (Bl, trB l)A by the above isomorphism, JX
correspond to JBl , * li, ! to left multiplication *
l
i, ! , and *
r
i, ! to right multi-
plication of * li, ! . So the commutant of B
l is Br.
Finally we prove (5). Note that (l d(l )2)&1  i, j, k T k*V ijk (Ti 1j)
(1X Tj) is precisely an intertwiner S in the proof of [14, Theorem 3.1].
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In [14], the LongoRehren inclusion A/B is constructed by putting B :=
[S(1X a) S* | a # End(A X)]opp. By easy computation, it is shown that
S(1X *ri, !) S*=*
r
i, ! . So A/B
r/B holds and by comparing index, we
get B=Br. K
Definition 2.6. We call the above construction the generalized
LongoRehren construction and we denote A(2) :=Bl. We call the inclu-
sion A/A(2) the generalized LongoRehren subfactor, or simply the
LongoRehren subfactor.
Remark. In the above, we consider the case when 2 comes from a sub-
factor. But note that the LongoRehren construction is possible for an
arbitrary system of bimodules, not necessary coming from a subfactor.
The LongoRehren construction is similar to that of a crossed product.
In fact, *l (resp. *r) is an analogue of the left (resp. right) regular represen-
tation of groups. If a bimodule A BiA comes from an automorphism : of A,
i.e., it is isomorphic to A:&1 AA , then * li, 1 is the implementing unitary of :.
So if 2 arises from an action : of a discrete group G, A(2) is precisely
A <::opp G.
As in the usual crossed product case, x # A(2) is expressed as x=
i, e xi, e* li, !oe . This summation does not converge in any usual operator
topology, but converges in the L2 norm. Also note that though each xi, e is
not uniquely determined, a vector e xi, e!ei # Bi is uniquely determined by x.
Set B1 :=End(XA). Then an inclusion A/A(2)/B1 is the Jones tower.
The relative commutant of A/B1 is k Cpk $l (2), where pk=T k*Tk .
Let E1 be the dual operator valued weight of EA from B1 to A(2) such
that E1 (eA)=1 and put trB1 :=trA(2) b E1 .
Proposition 2.7. The restriction of E1 to A$ & B1 is equal to the Haar
measure of 2 in the sense of [9], i.e., E1 ( pk)=d(k)2 holds for every k.
Especially trB1 is semifinite on A$ & B1 .
Proof. Let [!e] be a basis for BiA . We compute e (* li, !e)* p0*
l
i, !e
. It is
easy to see that e ?l (!e) ?l (!e)*=1 holds, so by using this equality, we
can easily get
:
e
(* li, !e)* p0*
l
i, !e
= :
e, j1 , j2 , k1 , k2
T*k1 V j1 ik (1 j1 ?
l (!e))
_Tj1 T 0*T0 T*j2 (1j2 ?
l (!e)*) V *j2 ik2 T*k2
= :
e, k1 , k2
T*k1 V 0ik1 ?
l (!e) ? l (!e)* V *0ik2 T*k2
=T i*T i .
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In the same way as above, we can show that e (* li, !e)* *
l
i, !e
=d(i)2 holds.
Hence we have the equality
E(T i*T i)=:
e
(* li, !e)* E1 (T 0*T0) *
l
i, !e
=:
e
(* li, !e)* *
l
i, !e
=d(i)2. K
3. RELATION BETWEEN THE SYMMETRIC ENVELOPING
ALGEBRAS AND THE LONGOREHREN SUBFACTORS
In this section, we investigate the relation between Popa’s symmetric
enveloping algebras [24, 25] and the LongoRehren subfactors. For the
theory of the symmetric enveloping algebras, we refer to [24, 25]. We also
use the notation in [24, 25] freely.
First, in this section, we construct a projection in A(2) which satisfies
the Jones relation for both inclusions N/M and Nopp/Mopp.
Set 20 :=[MZiM | irreducible, MZiM O MM1M]. By Frobenius reciprocity,
NMM O NM M ZiM $ NZiM holds for every element in 20 . Let [S ei ]/
Hom(NZiM , NMM) be an orthonormal basis and put S i :=e S ei JS
e
i J
&1.
Then S i is an element of Hom(NNopp BA , NNopp AA).
The author learned the next formula from Professor Izumi [10]. He is
grateful to Professor Izumi for permitting him to present the formula here.
Lemma 3.1. Set e :=[M : N]&1  i # 20 - d(i) *
l
i, S *i (1 )
. Then e is a projec-
tion and satisfies the relations EA (e)=[M : N]&1, exe=EN(x) e for x # M
and exe=ENopp (x) e for x # Mopp, where EN (resp. ENopp) is the trace pre-
serving conditional expectation from M onto N (resp. Mopp onto N opp).
Proof. First we prove e=e*. Note that * li, S *i (1 ) is equal to j, k T k* V ijk
(S i* 1j) Tj , and hence e is equal to [M : N]&1  i, j, k - d(i) T k*V ijk
(S i* 1j) Tj .
Then
(V ijk (S i* 1j))*=(S i 1j) V *ijk
=(S i 1j)(1i V @ kj)(V *i@ 0 1k)
=V @ kj ((S i 1@ ) V *i@ 0 1k)
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holds. Here (S i 1@ ) V *i@ 0 is an element of Hom( NNopp AA , NN opp B@ A). If
this intertwiner is equal to S *@ , we easily get e=e*. Fix an orthonormal
basis [S ei ]/Hom(NZiM , N MM) and let S
e
i # Hom( NZ@ M , NMM) be a
Frobenius dual intertwiner. Then [S ei ] is a basis of Hom(NZ@ M , N MN) and
S ei =- d(i) Vi@ 0 (S ei * 1@ ) holds. (See [26, Theorem 1.5].) Since S @ is inde-
pendent of the choice of an orthonormal basis of Hom( NZ@ M , NMM),
S @ =e S ei JS ei J&1=V i@ 0 (S i* 1@ ) holds. Hence e is self-adjoint.
Next we verify exe=EN(x) e for x # M. First note that since S i is not left
MMopp linear, x and S i do no commute:
exe=[M : N]&2 :
i2 , j2 , k2
i1 , j1 , k1 ,
- d(i1) d(i2) T*i1 V i1 j2k3 (S *i1 1j1)
_Tj1xT*k2 V i2 j2 k2 (S *i2 1j2) Tj2
=[M : N]&2 :
i2 , j2
i1 , j1 , k,
- d(i1) d(i2) T k*V i1 j1 k (S *i1 1j1)
_xV i2 j2 j1 (S *i2 1j2) Tj2
=[M : N]&2 :
k, j2
i1 , i2 ,
- d(i1) d(i2) \:j1 V i1 j1k (1i1 V i2 j2 j1)+
_((S *i1 1i2) xS i1 1j2) Tj2
=[M : N]&2 :
k, j2
i1 , i2
- d(i1) d(i2) T k* \:j1 V j1 j2k (V i1 i2 j1 1j2)+
_((S *i1 1i2) xS i2 1j2) Tj2
=[M : N]&2 :
i2 , j2
i1 , j1 , k,
- d(i1) d(i2) T k*V j1 j2 k
_(V i1 i2 j1 (S *i1 1i2) xS *i2 1j2) Tj2 .
Here we compute i1 , i2 - d(i1) d(i2) V i1 i2 j (S *i1 1i2) xS *i2 . Let [V
e
i1 i2 j
]
N ji1 i 2
e=1
be an orthonormal basis on Hom(MZ i1  MZi2M , MZjM). Then we have
:
i1 , i1
- d(i1) d(i2) V i1 i2 j (S *i1 1i2) xS *i2
= :
e1 , e2 , e3
i1 , i2 ,
d(i1) d(i2) d( j)&12 (V e1i1 i2 j (S
e2
i1
*1i2) xS
e3
i2
*)
JV e1i1 i2 j (S
e2
i1
*1i2) S
e3
i2
*J&1.
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Then V e1i1 i2 j (S
e2
i1
*1i2) S
e3
i2
* is in Hom( NMM , NZjM), so
i1 ww
e2 0
V e1i1 i2 j (S
e2
i1
*1i2) xS
e3
i2
*=:
e4
e1 e3 S e4j2 *
j wwe4 0
holds; here we use the notation of connection in [5].
Let R # Hom(NMN , N NN) and R # Hom( M M NMM , MMM) be
coisometries which satisfy R(1
MMN
R *)=[M : N]&12 and (R 1
NMM
)
R*=[M : N]&12. Then Rei :=- d(i)(R1i)(1MMN S
e
i *) # Hom( MM
NMM , MZiM) is a Frobenius dual intertwiner of S ei and S
e
i =
[M : N]12 d(i)&12 (R 1
NMM
) Rei * holds.
By the normalization rule,
i1 ww
e2 0 0 ww
e2 i1
e1 e3 =d( j )d(i1) e3 e1
j wwe4 0 0 wwe4 j
=d( j )d(i1) V e1i1 i2 j (Re2i1 1i2)(1MMN S e3i2 *) Re4j *
holds,
So we get an equality
:
i1 , i1
- d(i1) d(i2) V i1 i2 j (S *i1 1i2) xS *i2
0 ww
e2 i1
=[M : N]12 :
e2 , e3 , e4
i1 , i2 , e1 ,
e3 e1
0 ww
e2 j
_d(i2) V e1i1 i2 j (R
e2
i1
1i2)(R *1MMN 1i2) xS
e3
i2
*
JS e4j *J&1=: (V).
Here we have the equality
0 ww
e2 i1
:
i1 , e1 , e1
e3 e1 V e1i1 i2 j (R
e2
i1
1i2)=R
e4
j (1MMN S
e3
i2
).
0 ww
e4 j
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Hence we have
(V)=[N : N]12 :
i2 , e3 , e4
d(i2) Re4j (1MMN S
e3
i2
)(R *1
NMM
1i2) xS
e3
i2
*
JZj S
e4
j *J
&1
L2(M)
=[M : N]12 :
i2 , e3 , e4
d(i2) Re4j (R *1NMM) S
e3
i2
xS e3i2 *
JZj S
e4
j *J
&1
L2(M)
= :
i2 , e3 , e4
d(i2) d( j)12 S e4j *S
e3
i2
* JZj S
e4
j *J
&1
L2(M)
=[M : N] :
e2 , e3 , e4
d( j)12 S e4j *(R 1NMM) R
e3
i2
*xRe3i2 (R *1NMM)
JZj S
e4
j *J
&1
L2(M)
=[M : N] - d( j) :
e4
S e4j *(R 1NMN) x :
e2 , e3
Re3i2 *R
e3
i2
(R *1
NMM
)
JZj S
e4
j *J
&1
L2(M)
=[M : N] - d( j) :
e4
S e4j *(R 1NMM) x(R *1NMM)
JZj S
e4
j *J
&1
L2(M)
=[M : N] - d( j) :
e4
S e4j *EN(x)JZj S
e4
j *J
&1
L2(M)
=[M : N] - d( j) EN(x) S j .
So
exe=[M : N]&2 :
j1 , j2 , k
T k*V j1 j2 k ([M : N] - d( j1) EN(x) S j1 1j2) Tj2
=[M : N]&1 EN(x) :
j1 , j2 , k
- d( j1) T k*V j1 j2k (S j1 1j2) Tj2
=EN(x) e
holds. By similar computations, it is shown that exe=ENopp (x) e holds for
x # Mopp.
If we put x=1, then we get e2=e. Hence e is a projection.
Finally, since T0 (j, k T k*V ijk (S i* 1j) Tj) T 0*=$i, 0 holds, we get
T0eT 0*=[M : N]&1. K
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Lemma 3.2. The algebra A(2) is generated by M, Mopp, and e.
Proof. Let X 0 be an AA bimodule generated by e and A. Then it is
obvious that X 0 is isomorphic to i # 20 Bi as an AA bimodule. So X
0
contains an element of the form * li, ! , i # 20 and !{0. Since 20 generates
2, it is easy to see that such elements generate A(2). K
Let M1 (resp. M opp1 )/A(2) be a von Neumann algebra generated by e
and M (resp. Mopp).
Lemma 3.3. We have M$ & A(2)=Mopp, M opp$ & A(2)=M, N$ &
A(2)=M opp1 and M$1 & A(2)=N
opp.
Proof. First we prove that if ! # Bi (Bi {L2 (A)) satisfies x!=!x for
every x # M, then !=0.
Let [‘k] be a complete orthonormal system of Z%i and we express !=
k !k !k . By assumption, k x!k ‘k=k !kx‘k . This means that
x!k=!kx for every k. So for every k, !k is a central vector in MZ iM . But
since we assume that MZiM { MMM and irreducibility of MZiM , !k must be
zero. So ! is a zero vector.
Take x # A(2) and express x=i # 2 * li, !i . Then ax=xa implies a!i=!ia
for every i. By the above result, !i=0 for every i{0 and we get x # Mopp.
In a similar way as above, we can show Mopp & A(2) and N$ &
A(2)=M opp1 .
It is clear that Nopp/M$1 & A(2). Conversely if x # M$1 & A(2), first
we get x # Mopp. Moreover ex=xe implies ENopp (x) e=xe, so we get
T0EN opp (x) eT 0*=T0 xeT 0* and by Lemma 3.1, we get ENopp (x)=x. K
By Lemma 3.3, M1 is a II1 factor. by the characterization of the basic
construction in [21, Proposition 1.2], N/M/M1 and Nopp/Mopp/
Mopp1 are standard.
By [25, Corollary 2.3] the symmetric enveloping algebras are charac-
terized by the above conditions; hence we get the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. The LongoRehren subfactor A/A(2) is isomorphic to
M6 Mopp/Mg_eN M
opp.
At the end of this section, we discuss an extension of automorphisms of
a subfactor N/M to A(2). Let : # Aut(M, N). Then as mentioned in [24],
we get an automorphism :g_:opp on A(2) by defining :g_:opp|A=::opp
and :g_:opp (e)=e. On the other hand, if a bimodule M:&1 MM is in 2,
then there is a unitary U in A(2) implementing ::opp as remarked
after Definition 2.6. This U satisfies UeU*=e, because we have
M:M NM:M $ MM NMM , and if MZiM is in 20 , then M: (Z i):M is in
20 . So Ad U is coincide with :g_:opp. Since a bimodule M:&1 MM is in 2
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if and only if : is not strongly outer (See [1, Theorem 2] and [6,
Theorem 2.2]), so we get the following.
Proposition 3.5. Let : be an automorphism in Aut(M, N). If : is not
strongly outer, then the extension :g_:opp of : to A(2) is an inner
automorphism.
Conversely, let us assume that the extension :g_:opp of : is an inner
automorphism. Let U be a unitary such that Ad U=:g_:opp. Set BU be the
& }&2 norm closure of [aU | a # A] in L2 (A(2)). Then BU is an irreducible
AA submodule of A A(2)A , hence the irreducible component of A A(2)A .
Also it is isomorphic to A:g_:opp&1 AA , so we conclude that M:&1 MM is in 2.
This implies : is not strongly outer as remarked above. So we can
summarize these arguments as follows.
Theorem 3.6. For : # Aut(M, N), : is not strongly outer if and only if
the extension :g_:opp of : to A(2) is inner.
More properties of the above extension of automorphisms will be studied
in [15].
4. AMENABILITY OF FUSION ALGEBRAS
By combining Theorem 3.4 and [25, Theorem 5.3], A(2) is relatively
amenable to A if and only if the standard invariant of N/M is amenable.
In this section, we give another approach to the above result based on
the amenability of fusion algebras.
First recall the definition of the amenability of fusion algebra in [9].
Definition 4.1 [9, Definition 4.3]. Let 2 be a fusion algebra, _ the
Haar measure on 2, and \ li a left convolution operator by i # 2.
(1) A fusion algebra 2 is said to be weakly amenable if there exists
an invariant mean on 2; i.e., there exists a state , # l (2)* such that
,(\ li ( f ))=,( f ) for every i # 2 and every f # l
 (2).
(2) A fusion algebra 2 is said to be amenable if there exists an
almost invariant l2-sequence in l 2 (2, _); i.e., there exists a sequence
[ fn]n=1 /l
2 (2, _) such that limn   &\ li ( fn)& fn&2, _=0 for every i # 2.
Amenability of 2 is equivalent to the following Fo% lner type condition [9,
Theorem 4.6].
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(FC) For any =>0 and any i1 , i2 , ..., in # 2, there exists a finite set
<{F/2 such that
&\ lik (/F)&/F &1, _<=
holds for 1kn, where /F means a characteristic function of F. Of
course we can replace \ li by the right convolution operator \
r
i in Defini-
tion 4.1 and (FC).
An important point is that weak amenability and amenability are not
necessary equivalent in general fusion algebras, though in the group case
they are equivalent as proved in [7]. (See [9, Example 6.10].) This fact
makes these situations more difficult than the group cases.
Let A/A(2)/B1 be the basic construction. By using the above Fo% lner
condition, we can prove the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2. If 2 is amenable, there exists a norm one projection
from B1 onto A(2).
Proof. We number the elements of 2 as i1 , i2 , i3 , ... .
Fix n # N and let Fn be a Fo% lner set for i1 , i2 , ..., in and 1n. (Here we
consider the right convolution operator in (FC).)
Define a map Pn on B1
Pn (x) :=&/Fn &
&1
1, _ :
i # Fn
:
e
* ri, !ie x(*
r
i, ! i
e)*,
where [!ei ] i is a basis for A Bi .
Fix a free ultrafilter | over N and set P(x) :=limn  | Pn (x). We show
that P is a norm one projection from B1 onto A(2). But it is easy to see
that P is of norm one and P(x)=x holds for every x # A(2). So we only
have to prove that the range of P is indeed A(2).
To prove this, we only have to verify that P(x) *ri, !=*
r
i, ! P(x) for every
i # 2 and ! # Bbddi . Then by (3) of Theorem 2.5, we get the conclusion.
Let i be one of i1 , ..., in and take ‘ # Bbddi . Then &\
r
i (/Fn)&/Fn &1, _1n.
The left hand on inequality is equal to
:
k # Fn
:
m # Fni"Fn
N mki
d(k) d(m)
d(i)
+ :
k # Fn
:
m # Fn@ "Fn
N mk@
d(k) d(m)
d(i)
.
(See the proof of [9, Theorem 4.6].)
Here we estimate &*ri, ‘Pn (x)&Pn (x) * ri, ‘&. So first we compute
*ri, ‘Pn(x).
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In the following computations, we denote the right action of a # A by the
symbol ?r (a) to avoid confusions. Then we have
*ri, ‘ Pn (x)=&/Fn &
&1
1, _ :
k # Fn
:
e
* ri, ‘*
r
k, !ek
x(*rk, !ek)*
=&/Fn &
&1
1, _ :
k # Fn
:
e
:
m # Fn i
*rV kim(!ek ‘)x(*
r
k, !ek
)*
=&/Fn &
&1
1, _ :
k # Fn
:
e
:
m # Fn i
:
f
*rm, !fm
_?r ( A(V kim (!ek ‘) | !
f
m) ) x(*
r
k, ! ek
)*
=&/Fn &
&1
1, _ :
k # Fn
:
e
:
m # Fn i
:
f
*rm, !fm
_x?r (A(V kim (!ek ‘) | !
f
m) )(*k, !fk)*.
Here
A(V kim (!ek ‘) | !
f
m)= A(!
e
k | (1k ?
r (‘)*) V *kim ! fm)
= A(!ek | (1k ?
r (‘)*)(V m@ k 1i)(1m V *@ i 0) ! fm)
= A(!ek | V m@ k (1m  (1 @ ?
r (‘)*) V *@ i 0) ! fm)
= A(!ek | V m@ k (!
f
m JX‘))
holds, so
* ri, ‘Pn (x)=&/Fn &
&1
1, _ :
k # Fn
:
e
:
m # Fni
:
f
_*r! fm x(*k, ! ek A(V m@ k(!
f
m JX‘) | !ek) )*
=&/Fn &
&1
1, _ :
k # Fn
:
m # Fn i
:
f
* r! fmx(*
r
k, V m@ k(!
f
mJX‘)
)*
holds.
By similar computations, we also have
Pn (x) * ri, ‘=&/Fn &
&1
1, _ :
k # Fn
:
e
:
m # Fn@
*k, !ek x(*m, V k@ m(!ek JX‘))*.
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Hence we get
*ri, ‘Pn (x)&Pn (x) *
r
i, ‘
=&/Fn &
&1
1, _ \ :k # Fn :m # Fni"Fn :f *
r
m, !fm
x(*rk, V m@ k(!ek JX‘))*
& :
k # Fn
:
e
:
m # Fn@ "Fn
* rk, !ek x(*
r
m, V k@ m(!
e
k JX‘)
)*+ .
So we have to estimate &f *rm, !fm x(*
r
k, V m@ k(!
f
m JX ‘)
)*&. Then by putting
’ f :=V m@ k (! fm JX ‘), we have
:
f
*rm, !fm x(*
r
k, ’ f)*
=:
f
:
n1, n2
j1 , j2 ,
T*n1 V j1mn1 (1 j1 ?
r (! fm))
_Tj1xT*j2 (1j2 ?
r (’ f)) V *j2kn2 Tn2
=:
f
:
n1 , n2
j1 , j2 ,
T*n1 V j1mn1 (T j1 1m)
_x(1X ?r (! fm) ?
r (’ f)*)(T*j2 1k) V *j2kn2 Tn2 .
Then as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we have &j1 , n1 T*n1 V j1mn1 (Tj1 
1m)&=d(m) and for ’ # Bk ,
:
f
?r (! fm) ?
r (’ f)* ’=:
f
?r (! fm) ?
r (V m@ k (! fm JX ‘)) ’
=:
f
?r (! fm) A(’ | V m@ k (!
f
m JX ‘))
=:
f
A( (1m ?r (JX‘)*) V *m@ k’ | ! fm) !
f
m
=(1m ?r (JX‘)*) V *m@ k’
holds. Hence we have
&*ri, ‘Pn (x)&Pn (x) *ri, ‘&
&/Fn &
&1
1, _ :
k # Fn
:
m # Fni"Fn
d(m) &(1m ?r (JX ‘)*) V m@ k & d(k)
+ :
k # Fn
:
m # Fn@ "Fn
d(k) &(1k ?r (JX ‘)*) V k@ m & d(m)
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&/Fn &
&1
1, _ :
k # Fn
:
m # Fn i"Fn
d(k) d(m) d(m) d(i)d(k) N km@ &?r (JX ‘)&
+ :
k # Fn
:
m # Fn@ "Fn
d(k) d(m) d(k) d(i)d(m) N mk@ &?r (JX ‘)&
=&/Fn &
&1
1, _ :
k # Fn
:
m # Fn i"Fn
- d(k) d(m) d(i) N km@ d(m) &?r (JX ‘)&
+ :
k # Fn
:
m # Fn@ "Fn
- d(m) d(k) d(i) N mk@ d(k) &?r (JX ‘)&.
Here note that if N km@ =N
m
ki>0, then d(m)d(k) d(i) holds. So we get
&*ri, ‘Pn (x)&Pn (x) *
r
i, ‘&
&/Fn &
&1
1, _ :
k # Fn
:
m # Fni"Fn
d(k) d(i) d(m) N mki &?
r (JX ‘)&
+ :
k # Fn
:
m # Fn@ "Fn
d(k) d(i) d(m) N mk@ &?r (JX‘)&
=&/Fn &
&1
1, _ &\(/Fn&/Fn)&1, _ d(i)
2 &?r (JX‘)&
=d(i)2 &?r (JX‘)&.
So for every , # (B1)* , limn  | ,(*
r
i, ‘Pn (x)&Pn (x) *
r
i, ‘)=0 holds, and we
get * ri, ‘P(x)=P(x) *
r
i, ‘ for every i # 2 and ‘ # B
bdd
i . So P is a norm one
projection from B1 onto A(2). K
The natural question is that whether the inverse implication of the above
proposition holds or not. Of course, if there exists a norm one projection
P from B1 onto A(2), the restriction of P to A$ & B1 is an invariant mean,
but as remarked after Definition 4.1, this fact does not imply the
amenability of 2.
Proposition 4.3. Assume that there exists a state , # B1* whose cen-
tralizer includes A(2). Moreover assume that , b EA$ & B1=,. Then 2 is
amenable, where EA$ & B1 means the unique trace-preserving conditional expec-
tation from B1 onto A$ & B1 whose existence is guaranteed by Proposi-
tion 2.7.
Before proof, we remark that the condition in the above proposition
corresponds to the condition (3) of [25, Theorem 5.3].
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Proof. First note that an easy computation shows that
d(i)&2 :
e
* li, !e p j (*
l
i, !e
)*=:
k
d( j)
d(i) d(k)
N kij pk ,
so for f # A$ & B1 , d(i)&2 e * li, !e f (*
l
i, !)* coincide with \
l
i ( f ).
The idea of proof is the same as in [2]. Fix unitaries u1 , u2 , ..., un of
A(2). By assumption, , can be approximated by the net of normal state
[i] in _(B1* , B1) topology, where each i satisfies i b EA$ & B1=i .
So the norm closure of a set
[( b Ad u1&,  b Ad u2&, ...,  b Ad un&) |  b EA$ & B1=]
&& }&
contains (0, 0, ..., 0). A RadonNikodym derivative (d b EA$ & B1)(d trB1) is
in A$ & B1 . So for any =>0 there exists f # A$ & B1 with & f &1, trB1=1 which
satisfies &ui fui*& f &1, trB1<= for 1in. So by the PowersSto% rmer
inequality, there exists f # A$ & B1 with & f &2, trB1=1 which satisfies&ui fu i*& f &2, trB1<= for 1in.
So for any =>0 and i1 , i2 , ..., in # 2, there exists f # A$ & B1 with
& f &2, trB1=1 satisfying &*
l
ik , !i
e f &f* lik , !ie &2, trB1<=.
Hence
&\ lik( f )& f &2, trB1
=d(i)&2 ":e *
l
ik , !
e
ik
x(* lik , !eik
)*& f :
e
* lik , !eik
(* lik , ! eik
)"2, trB1
:
e
&* lik , !eik
f &f* lik , ! eik
&2, trB1
<C=
holds where C is a constant depending on !ei ’s, and we get an almost
invariant l2 sequence. So 2 is amenable. K
Remark. With more effort, one can show that for a norm one projec-
tion P constructed in Proposition 4.2, trA(2) b P b EA$ & B1=trA(2) b P holds.
5. LONGOREHREN CONSTRUCTION IN THE TYPE III
SUBFACTOR CASE
Originally Longo and Rehren considered their construction in the
type III subfactor case by using the characterization of Longo’s canonical
endomorphism in [12, Theorem 5.1].
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So in this section, we consider the generalized LongoRehren construc-
tion in the type III case by using the result in [8].
In this section, we do not present the details of construction, because
almost arguments are similar to type II1 case.
Throughout this section, we always that von Neumann algebras are
properly infinite.
First we cite the characterization of canonical endomorphisms in [8]
Theorem 5.1 [8, Theorem 4.1]. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and
let * be an endomorphism of M. Assume that there exists an isometry
v # (id, *) and [mi]/M such that i mi*vv*mi=1 and setting N :=
(*(M), [mi]) , one has x # N, xv=0  x=0.
Then * is a canonical endomorphism for N/M.
Let N/M be a subfactor with finite index and 2 be a set of irreducible
components of the powers of the canonical endomorphism # for N/M.
Let jM : M  Mopp be a natural conjugate linear isomorphism and for
\ # End(M), set \opp :=jM b \ b j &1M . Fix a set of isometries [wi] i # 2 /M
Mopp which satisfies i wiwi*=1 and put *(x) :=i wi\ i \oppi (x) wi*.
Let [veijk]e be an orthonormal basis of (\k , \ i\j) and set
v~ ijk :=:
e
d(i) d( j)d(k) veijk  jM (veijk).
Then these v~ ijk ’s satisfy similar conditions in Lemma 2.1.
Set Vj :=i, k wiv~ ijk wk*.
Lemma 5.2. We have
(1) Vj *(x)=* b \\opp (x) Vj .
(2) V j*=*(v~ *} j0) V} .
(3) Vi Vj=k *(v~ ijk) Vk .
Proof. Easy computations. K
By the above lemma, B(0) :=span[*(xj) Vj | j # 2] is a V-subalgebra of A.
Let B be a _-weak closure of B(0). We verify that B, *, w0 , and V j satisfy
the condition of Theorem 5.1.
Since V j*w0=k wkv~ *0 jk=wj ,
:
j
V j*w0w0*V j =:
j
wjwj*
=1
hold and the first condition is verified.
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Next we verify the second condition, i.e., for x # B, xw0=0 implies x=0.
As in the type II1 case, x is expressed as a formal sum j # 2 *(xj) Vj . Take
x=j *(xj) Vj # B and assume xw0=0. Then xw0=j *(xj) wj=
j wj \\oppj (x j). So 0=wj*xw0=\j \
opp
j (xj) holds and we get xj=0.
Hence x=0 and the second condition holds.
So we have verified the conditions in Theorem 5.1, thus we can conclude
that * is a canonical endomorphism for A#B. Since dim(id, *)=1, B is
indeed a factor. We call A#B the LongoRehren subfactor.
As in the II1 case, we can show that when the original subfactors N/M
is of finite depth, this construction gives the same subfactor constructed in
[13, Proposition 4.10].
Finally we remark that [MMopp, *, w0 , [V j] j] is an irreducible semi-
discrete Q-system in the sense of [8, Definition 5.1, 5.4].
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